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Cloud Computing Architecture Tall Tanager developer.[email protected]Com 

Abstract? A bright vision of the future sparks up with the new technologies of

cloud computing. A new perspective towards how files, pictures, documents 

are shared, accessed and modified over the World Wide Web. In this we take 

a look at the architecture of cloud computers, identify and explain the 

different layers from client to host. It also discusses how we will be able to 

design, implement, develop and innovate in the future with cheaper costs, 

better efficiency by the use of powerful systems on the cloud almost anytime

and anywhere around the globe. 

A world with incredible virtual systems being made affordable for everyone. 

Looking ahead the next decade, cloud computing promises to collaborate 

everywhere through mobile devices. Introduction Cloud computing can be 

seen as a very promising future of computing with cheaper costs, application

efficiency and a door opening for millions of people around the globe not 

being able to afford powerful systems foreducation, work and development. 

Given the ability that it will allow people to conduct geophysical modeling 

experiments, render high-end graphics almost anywhere and anytime in he 

world will lead to innovation by many with ideas being capable of 

implementing them for an affordable cost. It can store immense amount of 

data, improve accessibility, secure data by making it available to authorized 

users only and deploy web scripts for PH, Perl, ASP. NET and several others 

on the go as it includes a platform for an Apache and MYSELF TM Database 

Server. 
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Most importantly sharing videos, musicand documents across the internet 

would be far more efficient as files would no longer be required to uploaded 

instead would require access-permission. From modeling AD graphs to 

integrate photos, maps with a handful of web services, loud computing 

would highly benefit large business corporations. Keywords? collaborate, 

affordable costs, efficiency, integrate The Layers - An Outer Look Here is a 

representation of architecture of a common cloud computer. 

The first layer being the client layer is a web browser on a mobile or tablet 

device. An application has three layers, graphical interface layer (user 

interaction), application layer (the coding-level) and the database layer (for 

storing data). Figure 1-1 (Graphical Representation of the different layers) 

Next we have cloud services, the service required for applications to run I. 

Apache services, database servers etc. This layer cannot be directly modified

by the client. Alongside these is the cloud runtime for storage and table 

services. 

These could be various applications such as an anti-virus tool, a service for 

file transfer, POP connection services. Lastly we have the Infrastructure and 

storage. This has to do with the hardware, the physical design of the system 

to ensure maximum durability, prevent incidents such as short circuits, 

ensure cooling etc. Deployment and User Experience User Intent & Interface 

To be able to customize your computer and have a flexibleenvironmentto 

work in sakes an important factor in the overall architectural design of the 

system. 
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End-users look out more for the design; the speed and accessing their 

programs with ease rather than worry about the infrastructure or web 

services. Over here the target needs to be aiming for fast application 

deployment, services should be updated automatically, and responsiveness 

should be fast. Designing On Established Trends Cloud computers are 

deployed on established trends to reduce cost out of the delivery of services 

as it increases the speed and power at which services are deployed. Cloud 

computing offers on-demand deployment in less time with reduced cost and 

maximum efficiency. 

From one perspective, it seems to be nothing new as it approaches concepts 

already built and established however from another perspective, cloud 

computing is something complete new as it develops ideas on how we 

deploy, update, scale, invent and maintain our applications over a huge 

network. Over the last few years, virtual machines have become the 

standard deployment object. We have seen how people connect to remote 

computers using built-in applications. As we can see, it further improves the 

flexibility as the system is total pendent on the host. 

For instance, a person can rent a computer for a few hours being provided 

the authentication by host. This way, many people can have access to 

powerful systems for less cost without needing to upgrade hardware to 

enhance their systems. Figure 1-2 shows a typical remote desktop 

connection. This shows how cloud computing has revolutionized over the 

years and been made better. Cloud computing promises us in the future to 

be able to access computers through web browsers with reliability and an 
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affordable cost. Keywords? on demand deployment, flexibility, fertilization, 

hypothesis 

Figure 1-2 (a typical remote-desktop connection) Infrastructure 

Programmable Infrastructure In the past, developers would identify how the 

various component of application would be managed, secured, modified, 

interconnected, and deployed. Now a developer would be able to use a Cloud

Provider's API to manipulate the application on the go and not only that but 

to manage tremendous work load changes. Consider this analogy: A Java 

developer creates and deletes thread to do multiple activities at the same 

time however now developers can do the same but modify the application 

dynamically giving them power to accommodate accordingly. 

To make the best out of cloud computing, a developer must be an architect 

being able to create a self-logging and self-expanding application for best 

user experience. Infrastructure as a Service (alas) alas is one of the 

fundamental service models of cloud computing. It provides computing 

resource in a brutalized environment, " the cloud", usually through a public 

network like the Internet. It includes attributes such as virtual server space, 

network bandwidth, IP etc. A hypothesis such as Java VIM creates virtual 

machines and/or allows you to connect to one over the internet. 

Platform as a Service (Pas) Pas is another fundamental service model of 

cloud computing. In these models, the provider delivers services such as an 

operating system, an executable environment (programming environment), 

database server etc. Application developers can run and develop their 

programs on this platform service without the cost of buying additional 
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hardware. This is extremely useful to the ones whom cannot afford the 

luxury of powerful systems and complexity of managing hardware. Software 

as a Service (AAAS) AAAS is Just another fundamental service model of cloud

computing. 
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